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January 6,2016

Leslie Cadwell, Esq.
Alison Stone, Esq.
LegaI Counselors & Advocates PLC
P.O. Box 827
Castleton, VT 05735

Re:

Docket No. 8585

-

Kidder Hill MET Tower Investigation

Leslie and Alison:
Enclosed please find the Public Service Department's First Set of Information Requests
in regard to the above-referenced proceeding.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Please contact me with any
questions or ooncems.
Sincerely,

Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel
cc

Docket 8585 Service List (w/ enclosure)
Public Service Board (w/ enclosure)
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Docket No. 8585

Investigation into Meteorological Tower at
700 Kidder Hill Road in Irasburg, Vermont

)

January 6,2016

)

FIRST SET OF iNFORMATION REQUESTS
SERVED UPON RESPONDENT
BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE
The Department of Public Service (the "Department" or "DPS") by: Aaron

Kisicki' Special

Counsel, hereby serves the following First Set of Information Requests upon David Blittersdorf,

LLC ("Respondent") in this matter in accordance with Public Service Board Ptule 2.214 and
V.R.C.P. 33 and 34, and requests that Respondent answers the requests

in

accordance with

V.R.C.P. 33 and 34 and deliver its answers and all requested documents and materials to the
Department's offices in Montpelier not later than February 5r2016

is reouested to

its

provide anv spreadsheets in electronic format.

INSTRUCIIQNË

1.

Reproduce the request being responded to before the response per V.R.C.P. 33.

Z.

Responses to any and all Department requests thaf are contained herein or that may be filed
latei should be supplied to the Department as soon as they become available to Respondent.

That is; Responããnt should not hold answers to any requests for which they have
responsive dáta, documents, etc. until responses to any or all other requests are compiled.

J

part of the response. With respect to each request, please state ( 1) the name(s) and title(s)
ofthe person or persons responsible for preparing the response; and (2) the administrative
unit which maintains the records being produced or maintains the data from which the
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1, )i,

ansrder \¡/as prepared; and (3) the date on which each question was answered.
'Where

4.

information requested is not available in the precise form described in the question
or is not available for all years (or other periods or classifications) indicated in a series of
years (or other periods or classifications), please provide all information with respect to the
subject matter of the question that can be identified in Respondent's worþapers and files
or that is otherwise available.

5.

These requests shall be deemed continuing and must be supplemented in accordance with
V.R.C.P. 26(e). Respondent is directed to change, supplement and correct its answers to
conform to all information as it becomes available to Respondent, including the
substitution of actual data for estimated data. Responses to requests for information
covering a period not entirely in the past (or for which complete actual data are not yet
available) should include all actual dataavanlable atthattime and supplementary data as it
becomes available.

6.

'Wherever

7.

Some of the Department's requests may make particular reference to a portion of
Respondent's filing. Notwithstanding this specific direction, these items should be
undèrstood to seek discovery of all information available to Respondent that is responsive
to the questions stated.

responses include estimated information, include an explanation (or reference to
a previous explanation) of the methods and calculations used to derive the estimates.

8. "Identi$,"

when used in connection with natural person(s) or legal entities, shall mean the
full name and current business address of the person or entity.

g.

"Document," as used herein, shall be construed as broadly as possible to include any and
all means and media by which information can be recorded, transmitted, stored, retrieved
or memorialized in any form, and shall also include all drafts, versions or copies which
differ in any respect from the original. All spreadsheets provided must have all formulae
intact and accessible.

10.

"Petition," as used herein, means Petitioner's petition filed with the Vermont Public
Service Board in this docket, unless the context indicates otherwise.

I 1.

With respect to each document produced by Respondent, identiff the person who prepared
the document and the date on which the document was prepared.

any interrogatory or request requires a response that Respondent believes to be
privileged, please st¿te the complete legal and factual basis for the claim of privilege,
provide the information required by the 5116195 order in Docket No. 5771 and respond to

lz.If

the parts of thç interrogatory or request as to which no privilege is asserted.

13.If any interrogatory or request is objected to in whole or in part, please describe the
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complete legal and factual basis for the objection, and respond to all parts of the
intenogatory or request to the extent it is not objected to. If an objection is interposed as
to any requested do.,t-"tttr, please identify the document by author, title, date and
recipilnt(sj, *d generally describe the nature and subject-matter of the document as well
as the complete legal and factual basis for the objection.
14. To expedite the discovery process and the resolution of this docket, Respondent should
contact the Department as soon as possible, and prior to the above deadline for response,
if it seeks clarification on any of these information requests.
1

5. The Department reserves the right to submit additional information requests to Respondent.

PRO
Please admit or deny that any and all representations made in the letter dated
Sepiember 10, 2015 from Leslie Cadwell, Esq., on behalf of David Blittersdorf, to Susan

Q.DPS:Resp.1-1:

Hudson, Clerk of the Pubtic Service Board, filed in response to Department of Public
Service Commissioner'Recchia's request for information, attached hereto as Attachment
l, ate true and,/or accurate.

a.

*admit," please identiff, explain, and correct any
response is not
and all instances where the representations made in the.September 10, 2015letfer
are not true and/or accurate.

If Respondent's

Please admit or deny that Mr. Blittersdorf authored the comment: "I applied
and received a GPG to net meter the wind turbines and they now supply the electricity to
my cabin. The met tower did not need a local permit because Irasburg doe [sic] not have
zoning. As the product designer/founder of the world class wind measurement tower and
data logger company (NRG Systems in Hinesburg), it was a given that I would measure
the wind for my home turbines as I have spent over 30 years in that business" in response

Q.DPS:Resp.1-2:

to a VTDigger commentary, Mark Whitworth: Vermont's Energt 'Scffiaws 'on or about
August 18,2015, and attached hereto as Attachment2.

Reference Q.DPS:Resp.1-2. Please admit or deny that the representations
made in the comment referenced in Q.DPS:Resp.1-2 and attributed to Mr. Blittersdorf are
true and/or accurate.

Q.DPS:Resp.1-3:

a.

If Respondent's response is not o'admit," please identifu, explain, and correct any
and all instances where the representations made in the comment referenced in
Q.DPS:Resp.1-2 are nottrue and/or accurate.

Q.DPS:Resp.1-4:

Please list the date of final installation of the meteorological station erected

on Mr. Blittersdorf s Kidder Hill, Irasburg properfy ("MET Tower").
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Q.DPS:Resp.1-5:
data.

of5

Please list the date the MET Tower began collecting and/or transmitting

Please admit or deny that Mr. Blittersdorf did not consult with the Vermont
Public Service Board and/or the Vermont Department of Public Service regarding the need
to obtain a Certificate of Public Good for the MET Tower after Mr. Blittersdorf s purchase

Q.DPS:Resp.1-6:

of the Kidder Hill, Irasburg property but prior to the final installation of the MET Tower.
a.

If Respondent's response is not "admit" please list the date(s) that Mr. Blittersdorf
consulted with the Vermont Public Service Board and/or the Vermont Depar{ment
of Public Service, identifr the individuals with which he consulted, and describe
the topic(s) of discussion and any recommendations, agreements, or any other
conclusions arrived at as a result of the consultation.

Please identifu and list any and all intemrptions in data collection lasting
more than one week (seven days) since the MET tower began collecting andlor transmitting
data.

Q.DPS:Resp.l-7:

Please identify and list any and all additions, removals, andlot modifications
measurement instrumentation/equipment since the MET tower began
Tower
to the MET
collecting and/or transmittin g data.

Q.DPS:Resp.1-8:

Q.DPS:Resp.1-9:

Please admit or deny that, to date, the MET Tower remains installed

and/or erected.
a.

If Respondent's

response is not "admit" please list the date that the MET Tower

was dismantled.
b

If Respondent's

response is not "admit" please admit or deny that Mr. Blittersdorf

has no intention to install and/or erect a MET Tower on his Kidder

Hill, Irasburg

property.

Q.DPS:Resp.1-10: Please admit or deny that, to date, the MET Tower continues to collect
and/or transmit data.
response is not "admit" please list the date that the MET Tower
ceased collecting and/or transmiting data.

a.

If Respondent's

b

If Respondent's

response is not "admit" please admit or deny that Mr. Blittersdorf
has no intention to continue to collect and/or transmit data from the MET Tower.
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Q.DPS:Resp.1-11: Piease admit or deny that Mr. Blittersdorf has continuously served as
majority owner and/or managing partner of Georgia Mountain Community Wind since
December, 2011 to date.

a.

please identifr and list any and all dates
when Mr. Blittersdorf was not serving as majority owner and/or managing partner
of Georgia Mountain Community Wind since December, 2011 to date.

If Respondent's response is not "admit"

identi$ and describe all job duties Mr. Blittersdorf has undertaken
and/or does undertake as majority owner and/or managing partner of Georgia Mountain

Q.DPS:Resp.l-12:

Please

Community.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont this sixth day of January,2016-

VERMONT PUBLIC SERVICE DEPARTMENT

By:

Kisicki
Special Counsel
cc:

Docket No. 8600 Service List
Public Service Board
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Leslie A. Codwell
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September 10,20L5
Susan M. Hudson, Clerk
Vermont Public Service Board
1.12 State Street
Monþelier, VT 05620 -260'i""
Re:

Meteorological Tower on David Blittersdorfs Property at700 Kidder Hill Road
in lrasburg, Vermont

Dear Mrs. Hudson:

I have been asked to respond to Commissioner Recchia's request for information
from my clierrt, David Blittersdorf about a meteorological tower on David's Kidder Hill
Road property located in in lrasburg, Vermont.

In 2010, David. purchased a piece of property in lrasburg so that he could build a
log cabin for his personal use. In December of that year, he erected a meteorological
('-"f') tower st the property to assess whether there was sufficient wind to install a
residential wind turbine to power the log cabin via net metering. The met tower is a 60meter NRG TallTower that David invented. At the time, David was still a principal at
NRG and was legally prohibited from competing with the company's commercial wind
development clients. Because at that time he did not intend to install ânything other
than a iesidential installation, David believed that met towers for residential
installations were not subject to the Board's jurisdiction. He checked into whether any
local zoning would'require a permit, and proceeded to install the met tower after
concluding that Irasburg did not require a permit.
In No-vember 2011,having concluded from the data obtained from the tower that
the wind was adequate for a resiâenüal wind installation, David applied for CPG to
net-meter two small wind turbines for the log cabin. CPG #NM:177'l' was issued on
|anuary 5,20L2.
The possibility of a SMW 2-turbine windfarm was not contemplated until
sometime in October 20!4.8y that time, David became aware of new technology for
low wind. speed turbines that was going to be available by 2016. Second, David was no

Susan M. Hudson, Clerk
September I0,2015

Page2
longer with NRG and the non-competition restriction became inapplicable. Third, his
log cabin was finally finished and ready for occupancy.

It is important for the Board, the Department, and the public to know that the
data collected by the 60m high meteorological tower erected in Irasburg is not alone
sufficient to provide the quality of data necessary for the type of modern, 90m high,
2.5MW wind turbines currently being contemplated for installation on David's Kidder
Hill property. Moreover, the data that these met towers collect is not sufficient alone to
secure financing for non-residential wind projects. Additionally, regulators and the
public should know that other means exist to obtain wind data without the need for a
tower or, apparently, a CPG. Thus, in connection with the Kidder Hill Community
Wind Project, David had little incentive, and virtually nothing to gain, by erecting a met
tower without first securing the necessary approvals.
Finally, the process for erecting the met tower on David's property involved
significantþ less earth disturbance and impacts than the disturbance and impacts
resulting from developing the property for his residential use.
Please let me know if you need any further information.

Very truly yours/

A. Cadwell
cc:

Christopher Recchia, DI'S Commissioner
Geoffrey Commons, DPS Director for Public Advocacy
Deborah Markowitz, Secretary, ANR
David Blittersdorf
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MARK WHITWORTH: VERMONT'S ENERGY 'SCOFFLAWS'
AUG. I 8, 201 5, 7rl 8 PM BY COMMENTARY

3l

COMMENTS

Editor's note: This commentary is by Mark Whitworth, who ß exe*utíue director of Energíze Vermont, a statewide otganization that
ødu o cat es sensible energ y p olieies'

I
\,

cofflaw (noun)

-

A violator who mocks or ridicules the

law

Anybody who has ever objected to a "renewable" energ, project in Vermont knows that the deck is stacked in favor of enerry developers
thatjust about any project that's proposed, no matter how objectionable, will be approvedby our Public Service Board.
Yet, having the playing field

tilted sharply in their direction isn't enough for some developers

-

-

they have to cheat, too.

didnt bother to obtain a certificate of public good for the MET
Belisle said that he was unaware that a CPG was required for the
property.
Mr.
(wind measurement) tower he had erected on his Swanton
MET tower. His partner, Martha Staskus of VERA Renewables, was canny enough to know that this didn't sound good' She thought it

A few weeks ago we learned that Travis Belisle, aspiring wind developer,

would be better if she suggested that they knew the law, but Belisle had put the tower up for personal reasons': He didn't know he was
considering constructing a commercial enerry project that included seven industrial wind turbines. (The project would loom over several
houses that Belisle

built and sold to buyers who, today, are very angry.)

Now the Caledonian Record reports that David Blittersdorf didnt bother to obtain a CPG for the MET tower that he raised in lrasburg.
Apparently when Mr. Blittersdorf put his MET tower up, he, too, did it for personal reasons. He says that he didn't know that he was
considering building a èommercial wind energr project. But now, after collecting wind data, Blittersdorf re¿Iizes that the very location
where he erected his personal MET tower would be the perfect spot for two industrial wind turbines.

Isntthis amazing?
you see, under Title 3o Section 246, Vermont's Public Service Board was required to develop a permit process for MET towers. So the PSB
wrote rules that apply only to those who wish to construct a MET tower "as a means of acquiring wind data to determine tJre feasibilþ of
constructing a commercial wind generation facility'"

http/lvtdigger.orgl20l5/08/18/mark-whitworth-vennonts-energy-scofflaws/
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Mark Whitworth: Vermont's energy 'scofflaws' I VTDigger

If ¡,ou dont realize that },ou are considering constructing a commercial n'ind enerSt project, then I'ou can erect MET tor'r'ers lt'ithout
therel
appþing for a CpG. Later, you can slap yourself on the forehead and exclaim, "Holy cor,r'! I could put industrial u'ind turbines right
Why didnt I think of this sooner?"
So, are Vermont's energy lau,s silly or are Messrs. Belisle and Blittersdorf t4,ing to pull a fast one? The

If you don't realìze that

answers are yes and

5,95.

you src considering

State goyernment has created a reguìatory system that is easy

construetíng a commercial
wind energt project, then

cheating has become part ofthe developers' play
book. The PSB often fails to enforce its ou'n rules; its puny fines have become a minor cost of doing

you can e¡ect MET towers

business.

penalties for non-compliance are so insignificant

for energy developers to game' The

tlat

wíthout applyingfor ø
CPG.

Consider these examples.
2oa4, the PSB fined UPC, the developers of the Shefñeld u'ind project, $z,ooo for putting up a MET
tower u,ithout a permit. On the strength of the data they collected, UPC put up a string of wind turbines

In

that produces less than 8o percent of the electricity that their PSB filings promised. How's that for the public good?
In 2o1o, the pSB fined the Vermont Community Wind Farm g6,ooo for erecting a MET touer in the wrong place - a location that suited
the developer better, but a location for which they did not hare a permit. The PSB used the inconsequential $z,ooo UPC fine as the
yardstick that justified the puny $6,ooo VCWF penaþ. (VCWF abandoned their project before.they applied for a CPG for actual n'ind
turbines. Their site uas home to rare, threatened and endangered species.)
(The
In 2013, the pSB awarded Eolian Renewable Energr a CPG to erect four MET towers for its ill-fated Seneea Mountain Wind project.
it to
SMW project would have fragmented Vermont's second largest block of u'ildlife habitat and it would have cost $86 million to eonnect
the Srid.)

that
Eolian failed three times to provide the required notification to abutting landorrryrers. After the third failed attempt, the PSB ruled
were
supposed
Eolian had "substantially complied" with the requirerients. As,a result, abutters were denied the rights that the PSB's rules
to guarantee.

Oh well, rules are made to be broken

-

especially at the PSB'

to
Confidence in Vermont's state government is at an all-time low. The performance of the PSB is one of the reasons. If the PSB \4'ants
eârn some credibilþ and wishes to put an end to flagrant violations of its rules, then it will do what district environmental commissions
do when Act z5o is violated: impose a heffy fine and require the violator to apply

for a permit.

of
Belisle and Blittersdorf plan to apply for permits to construct their wind projects any day now. The PSB should delay consideration
to
equal
of
time
amount
an
additional
delay
their applications until the MET tower permit processes are completed. The PSB should then
has
a
the time the unpermitted MET tor¡,ers stood. Finally, the PSB should reject the turbine applications because each of the applicants
history ofviolating the rules.
If the PsB follows our prescription, there will be no more eners/ seofflan's in vermont'

Filed Under: C¡mmeptary
Taggecl With: Mark Whitworth, Renewable Euersv
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Kim Fried
d
3 months 26 days ago

I agree that the above stated penalties are appropriate for these developers breaking the law. If these
developers weren't aware of the MET law how can the PSB be assured that they wont continue to
break.the law during a potential industrial wind tower development. Their ignorance or criminal
activities should result in these projeets being nixed by the PSB immediately. Many will be watching
just what the PSB does with this blatant disregard or the law, many Vermonters will be watching
closely.

Reply

Hide Replies n

Don Peterson

{
3 months 26 days ago

It doesn't help that the rules were written by the people who break them with impunity.
lame duck goverîor with nothing to lose and you have a prescription for the looting of our
states greatest assets.

Add

a

Long after these men have disappeared, their blight on the landscape will remain.

Reply

Hidb Replies n

Wayne Andrews

ê
3 months 26 days ago

Hey everyone, news flash. The laws in Vermont (Title 3o) come uìtimately from the top down and
not from the down to the top. That is, once the law is inked those that create have had their input for
now and the rest of us follow along.
Sure the commercial clause does not seem right but that is what is in print. If it needs to changed
pound on your legislators door. Until then we play the hand we are dealt.
All types of law have these problems with punyfines. Drug trafficing comes to mind quicHy. Make
$too,ooo per trip and... Read more
>>

Reply
Kim Fried

Hide Replies n

ê
3 months 26 days ago

Wayne, ah it's okay to knowing break the law? I guess r,r'hen you know the fine will be small and you
have millions and millions of dollars and big shot lawyers it justifies breaking the law. Walme show
me a joint that's five hundred feet tall, makes noise and the lite tip strobes all night long and I'll buy
your justification. Until then developers need to follow the law or be appropriately punished.

Reply Hide Replies
Wayne Andrews

n

3 months 26 ciays ago

Kim, your response is based upon emotion only. Like I stated before in many posts the law is what
the law is. Its not up to me or you to stitch our storyline or wants into it.
Find your iegislator and place input for next year. Perhaps a range of fines that can be levied by the
PSB for such matters. Until then allyou can do is feel good typing and feel frustrated.

Reply

Hide Replies n

David Blittersdorf
¿
3 months 26 days ago

Let's be clear who Mark Whitworth represents, Energize Vermont, which is an anti-wind and antisolar group. Their solutions to our energy problems are non-starters and are not based on facts. As
far as the met tower on my land in Irasburg, I installed it to measure the wind for the log cabin I then
built that is powered by two small wind turbines. I applied and received a CPG to net meter the wind
turbines and they now supply the electricity to my cabin. The met tower did not need a local permit
because Irasburg doe not have zoning. As

the product designer/founder of the world class wind measurement tower and data logger company
(NRG Systems in Hinesburg), it was a given that I would measure the wind for my home wind
turbines as I have spent over 30 years in that business. Also, at the time in 2o1o, I was not in the
wind farm development business and was developing the AllEarth solar tracker. I built Georgia Mt.
Community Wind 2 years later. Mark, your allegations are wrong - you owe me an apology.

Reply Hide Replies
Peter Yankowski

n

e
3 months 26 days ago

Since Mr. Blitterdorf has raised the issue of owing apologies, this is what he had to say about three

honorable people who have challenged the dogma on industrial wind and solar:

"THANKYOU John Baker, Kevin Daniels and John Greenberg for getting wind power facts and
actual, real data into this comment stream. I don't have the patience to set straight all the miscalulations, myths, fairy tales and out & out make believe Mr. Post, Mr. McClaughry and Ms' Smith
come up with. Best, David."
Could it be that Mr. Blittersdorf is the one owing apologies?

Mr. Blittersdorf posted his comment yesterday and.'. Read more

Reply
Kevin Daniels

>

Hide Replies n

3 months 25 days ago

I am far from a supporter of Blittersdorf, Shumlin, or VT's enerry policy in general but
wholeheartedly agree with his characterization of Post, McClaughry, and Smith.

I

Reply Hide Replies n
Annette Smith
¿:

3 months 25 days ago

So

you're okay with shutting communities out of how they develop?

You're okaywith dividing communities over renewable energy instead of building healtþ
communities by creating real rerrewable energy for Vermonters?
You're okay with state agency staff negotiating behind closed doors shutting out the public entireþ?
You're okay with state agencies entering into MOUs with developers outside of any public process?
Sounds like you support a dictatorship rather than a healthy democracy

Reply

Hide Replies n

Glenn Thompson

ê
3 months 25 days âgo

"Could it be that Mr. Blittersdorf is the one owing apologies?"

He could start by offering apologies to residents of Georgia Mountain who have had their property
*noise* created by Blittersdorf's 4
¡'alues reduced and at the same time, have had to put up with the

wind turbines!

il

Reply

Hide Repiies n

Randy Jorgensen
.*

3 months 26 days ago

"Let's be clear who Mark Whitworih represents, Energize Vermont, which is an anti-wind and antisolar group."
The first allegation makes me suspect of the rest of your statement. A few clicks brings this up

h!!p./f-e@rnunrry:esergLiBitialiveÊl
"Energize Vermont seeks to foster community oriented energy projects as often as possible. We
currently maintain three initiatives to help promote community solar projects throughout the state of

Vermont.
We have proposed a group-net metered r5okw installation in Rutland County. A site has been
identifîed, and we are in the process of securing it for this purpose. This project will allow

communþ members to own... Read more

Reply Hide Replies
Peggy Sapphire

>

n
é'
3 months 26 days ago

The PSB's'quasi-judicial'status, with its (mere) THREE members (all appointedbythe Governor), is

in urgent need of reform.
By all means, Vermonters'legislators must be
brought to account for their abusive practices toward Towns & their residents.
I suggestwe challenge any & all gubernatorial candidates, as well as Statehouse hopefuls to publicþ
commit, by means of their signature, to reforming the PSB.
No Commitnnent = NoVote.

Reply

Hide Replies n

kevin goslant

e

3 rnonths 26 ciays ago

Let's be clear who David Biittersdorf represents:

the RENEWABLE ENERGY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX.
And NOT energy that will benefit the masses.
No,that would cut into his PROFITS. He rather cut into ridge lines.

Reply Hide Replies
Wayne Andrews

n
,i

3 months 26 days ago

Kevin: What did you expect Henry Ford to have done? Ride a horse to work?

Reply

Hide Replies n

James Tillingham
¿;,

3 months 26 days ago

Isn't it just the most remarkable coinþ-dink that the PSB hung Vermont Yankee out to dry on the
question of a CPG (and still are harassing them on CPGs for various things), yet simply rubber-stamp
these politically correct and politically popular monstrosities? Amazing what politically popular
things can do to motivate otherwise hostile or lethargic bureaucrats to see things your way.

ll

Reply

Hide Replies n

Kim Fried
è
3 months 26 days ago

I don't think anyone owes you an apology Mr. Blitiersdorf. You are an industrial wind and solar
developer who has a proven reputation for playing games with the laws, neighbors and communities.
Your behavior is fortunately catching up with you and the arrogance that you continue to display will
eventually have no place in Vermont. The way things are going you will be doing the apologizing to
the citizens of Vermont, maybe not today but Mr. Blittersdorf it's coming and you can feel it.

Reply

Hide Replies n

John Greenberg

ê
3 months 26 days ago

James Tillingham:
Please tell us exactly how "the PSB hung Vermont Yankee out

to dry on the question of a CPG."

During the Douglas administration, the PSB held hearings for a CPG and was readyto rule, but
Vermont law (later opreempted) precluded such a ruling until the legislature voted affirmatively to
allow it. Such a vote never occurred.
During the Shumlin administration, CPG hearings were proceeding until Enterg¡' decided to close
the plant, and then negotiated a deai with DPS to facilitate doing so. The Board then promptly issued
a CPG for the remainder of the plant's... Read more
>>
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Mr. Blittersdorf buys a thousand aeres of ridge line, builds
might be a good place to develop into a wind farm?

a log

cabin on it, and then discovers

it

My word man, do you think we're all as dumb as the PSB?
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The PSB and the developers it serves are a reflection of the current administration. There is a new
day on the horizon: that is unless you people elect Shap Smith or any other demoprog. If you do then
expect "Ground Hog Day". Those that have seen the movie know what I mèan.
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You got that right. Yesterday was an example. PSB technical hearing on a big solar case. One citizen
intervenor, town granted party status. ANR and PSD send their attorneys, as usual. They sit in their
chairs and playwith their phones and read email and do not ask questions because theyhave already
signed offon the project.

There is no noise study for the project involving cutting a forest next to a major highway where the
forest is buffering traffic noise. That apparentiy doesn't bother the state agencies so eager to rubber

stamp everything... Read rnore
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Fascinating to me that the REV industrial complex was just a few years ago a band of dreamers in a
small room. Change is tough and people are going tp make money during that change. Some of these
commenters resent the clean energy folks for making money and exploiting the regulatory process.
Bunk. They play by the rules.'And by the way, the clean energy folks are far far less ambitious or
capricious than the oil and gas lobby, which plundered our resources and bought offregulators for
decades. What you are complaining about is child's play.
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communþ was a few folks in one ioom. Who would have
thought they would now be the big bad developers. Compared to the oil and gas crowd, what Dave
Bliddersdorf is doing is childs play. There are rules and he plays bythem. Don't like it - change the
rules. It i3 strange to me that it was OK when the oil/gas/utility crowd was making big money it was
Oh for the days when the renewables

OK. But now that the clean energy people are securing ever so slowly an even playing field, folks
begrudge them their profits. Change is... Read more >)
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Kevin,
Two wrongs don't make a right.
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Kevin, the commonality is that the renewable industrialists are using the same play book as the oil
and gas crowd. New enerry system needs new participatory democracy to enhance our communities

rather than divide them.
And you cant change the rules when the bully who is put in the key seat in the House by the speaker
whose law firm represents David Blitterdorfs company hold all the cards in the House and dictates
the poiicies. It is not a fair game in the legislature, in the regulatory system or in the courts.
And among those who have made money on... Read more

>>
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Annette Smith

"I

am working to change the system to one of fairness, one that is equitable, and one that gets real

renewâble energy for Vermonters."

That's great, Annette.
Let's hear your proposals. You could start by answering the same questions

I

asked Mark

Whitworth

below.
As to the PSB, which you const¿ntly decry, how would you ehange

it or replace it?

We've heard loud and clear all about what you DON"T like. I'm hoping that you could do us the favor
of telling us what you DO like and how you think it will work for Vermonters.
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Greenberg,
Let's hear your real reasons for wanting to push the environmental destruction caused by junk
"renewables" onto a state that does not need or want them. fæt's also hear your reasoning as to why
you continue to believe that Vermonters are stupid because they now understand they have been
scammed (read the above artiele before you answer).
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Energize Vermont favors the development of renewables-on a scale that's right for Vermont.
We recognize that there are places that renewable electricity generators don't belong-like
ecologically sençitive areas that we need to preserve. As we have already seen, Vermont law doesn't
protect those places from the high-impact installations that developers seem to favor.
The people who characterize us as anti-renewable seem to believe that God created Vermont in order
to provide a platform for industrial wind turbines and solar panels. This would not be our view.
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MarkWhitworth:
"Energize Vermont favors the development of renewables-on a scale that's right for Vermont."
Could you please

fill that statement in with some details?

What's the right scale? How much renewable power is "right forVermont?" Where shouldthe rest of
the power come from?
Do you believe the CEP's aspiration to get 9o% of Vermont's energt from renewable sources by zo5o
is correct? If so, how do you think we should meet that goal? Alternatively, if you think it's wrong,
what's the right goal and does Energize Vermont believe we should meet it?
Is cost... Read more

>>
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These are great ideas for future commentaries-thankyou.

I prefer not to askthe folks at Digger to moderate
see on these pages.

a

lengthy on-line debate of the type we frequently

*l I i*
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I'11

look forward to your answers, however and whenever you chose to present them.
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I have heard here in Brighton that the folks in Irasburg have told Blittersdor{that they are not
receptive to his personal greed project....Is this correct?
Keep up the good work, Mark...You too, Annette...It's hard to fight a stacked deck and a rigged game

of profit...

I was in the thick of the fight against Eolian's attempt to destroy the Seneca Mountain ridgelines...It
was an insanely devised scheme to place it in a seriously sensitive ecosystem..
We "lucked out" in our "victory" against them...

